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Abstract—An increasingly common area of study in procedural content generation is the creation of level segments: short pieces that can be used to form larger levels. Previous work has used concatenation to form these larger levels. However, even if the segments themselves are completable and well-formed, concatenation can fail to produce levels that are completable and can cause broken in-game structures (e.g. malformed pipes in Mario). We show this with three tile-based games: a side-scrolling platformer, a vertical platformer, and a top-down roguelike. To address this, we present a Markov chain and a tree search algorithm that finds a link between two level segments, which uses filters to ensure completable and unbroken in-game structures in the linked segments. We further show that these links work well for multi-segment levels. We find that this method reliably finds links between segments and is customizable to meet a designer’s needs.

I. INTRODUCTION

The field of procedural content generation (PCG) researches algorithms that auto-generate content. A major focus of the field is the creation of levels [1]. Approaches vary from graph grammars [2] to machine learning [3] to reinforcement learning [4] to behavior trees [5] to search [6] and more. Generators generate whole levels or smaller segments that are combined to form larger levels. Segment generation is a promising area because it has potential to give designers more fine-grained control. To better understand this claim, consider the task of building a Mario level with many jumps at the start, then a few enemies, then no jumps, and, finally, many jumps and many enemies. If a generator has to build the described level, then it has a large challenge due to the size of the search space. It can be more manageable to break the designer’s requirements into parts by building smaller segments and combining them together. Unfortunately, little work has studied how to combine level segments to build full levels. This is important because the field works with games more complex than Mario, and, as we will show, current approaches are insufficient for more complex games, and we need a better method.

The simplest approach to link level segments is concatenation, or simply placing one segment after another [7]. Concatenation has no notion of completable or in-game structures (e.g. doors in Kid Icarus). Another approach is to require padding on either side of a generated segment [8]; this implicitly handles the problem of broken in-game structures. Green et al. extend this by using an agent to validate that a level is playable before showing it to the user [8]. However, these examples only use Mario.

As an alternative to concatenation, we present the process of linking for 2D tile-based games, which creates a linker—a tiny level segment that connects two level segments. The full level is the concatenation of the first segment, the linker, and the second segment. The full level should be completable (i.e. a player can get from the beginning to the end) and unbroken (i.e. a level should contain no broken in-game structures). A linker is usable if it results in a level that is completable and unbroken.

To generate usable linkers, we present a method of linking which uses two Markov chains and a tree search. This method relies on breaking a set of input levels into vertical or horizontal level slices. These level slices are used as input for two Markov chains. Both chains are used for structure completion for their respective level segment to guarantee an unbroken level by adding level slices to the linker—a limitation is that Markov chains can fail for unseen input. If we concatenate with the linker generated by the Markov chains, we only have a guarantee that a generated linker will result in an unbroken level. To address completabley, we use a tree search which runs on the input level slices or a set defined by the designer. The output of the search is an ordered list of level slices—the list may be empty. These are added in between any level slices added by the two Markov chains to form the linker. If a linker can be produced, it is guaranteed to be usable.

We test with three games: Mario, a horizontal platformer; Kid Icarus, a vertical platformer; and DungeonGrams, a top-down roguelike. For all three games, we test linking with level segments previously generated by Gram-Elites in past work [9]. We choose Mario as a baseline because much research in procedural content generation via machine learning [3] for games uses it. Icarus is a platformer but has more complicated vertical pathing than Mario. DungeonGrams is a different genre, which means it has distinct requirements and can show that our method works for more than just platformers.

We compare concatenation with our linking approach. Linkers always result in unbroken levels. We also find that linking is always able to find usable linkers between two segments for Mario and DungeonGrams. Concatenation works well for Mario, but often fails for DungeonGrams—structures are broken, the level is not completable, or both. For Kid Icarus, our approach almost always finds usable linkers and concatenation
is likely to fail. We extend testing linkers between only two segments by using them to form larger levels consisting of multiple linked segments. For 

DungeonGrams, we find that increasing the number of segments can result in levels that are not usable. For 

Mario and Icarus, though, increasing the number of segments does not affect usability.

II. RELATED WORK

This section is broken into four parts. First, we look at previous work that has combined vertical slices and tree search to generate levels. Second, we consider past work which connects dungeon rooms to form larger dungeons. Third, we discuss the similarity of our work to level repair and the work done in the area. Lastly, we examine previous work that has combined level segments to form larger levels.

A. Markov Chains and Tree Search

2D tile-based game levels can be broken down from a grid to an ordered set of horizontal or vertical slices. Dahlskog et al. [10] use these slices as input to an n-gram [11] to generate levels. Summerville et al. expand on this by using slices as input for a Markov chain where the output can be more than one level slice [12]. They use Monte-Carlo tree search (MCTS) [13] to generate full levels. This addresses a weakness of generation by following probabilities in the Markov chain: there is no guarantee on what will be produced. The addition of tree search allows Summerville et al. to produce levels that are completeable and unbroken. Further, they guide the search to match target characteristics.

B. Connecting Dungeon Rooms

Liapis [14] uses evolution to generate a higher-order representation of a dungeon based on rooms. A secondary evolutionary process is run to build these rooms where every room has constraints (e.g. must have a connection to the left and right). These constraints are how rooms, or level segments, are correctly linked to form a larger level.

An alternative approach comes from Ashlock and McGuinness [15]. They use evolution to fill in a grid with different tile types. Dynamic programming is built into the fitness function to guarantee that a path exists between all checkpoints in the level, which ensures that the larger level will be completeable. They then use a room membership algorithm to find the rooms that were evolved and a separate algorithm to find adjacent rooms. Lastly, they fill in the rooms with content based on required and optional content.

C. Level Repair

One way to view this work is that we are proposing a repair agent for a level formed from level segments. Cooper and Sarkar propose one approach to level repair using a pathfinding agent that can find a path that is impossible following the game’s mechanics [16]. Points in the path that are impossible are repaired by, for example, removing a solid block that the agent jumped through.

Another approach comes from Zhang et al. [17], where they use a GAN [18] to generate a level, but find that it does not reliably encode playability. To address this they use a “generate-then-repair” framework. Levels are generated with the GAN, and then repaired with mixed integer linear programming, which finds the minimum number of changes that result in a fully playable level.

Jain et al. [19] use an autoencoder trained on 

Mario and then repaired with mixed integer linear programming, which finds the minimum number of changes that result in a fully playable level.

D. Using Level Segments

Volz et al. [7] trained a generative adversarial network (GAN) [18] on a single 

Mario level. Their innovation in the process was to search the latent space of the generative network with CMA-ES [21]. In one of their experiments, they tested forming larger levels with increasing difficulty. This was accomplished by generating the level segments with a target difficulty and then concatenating them together, which means there is no guarantee that the larger level is unbroken or completeable.

Sarkar and Cooper [22] use variational autoencoders (VAE) [23] trained on levels with path information to generate level segments. The VAE was trained to encode a level segment and then use the encoding to predict the segment that follows. A level is generated by starting with one segment and then sequentially building new segments with the VAE. Meaning, the VAE is performing the role of generating segments sequentially in a way that they connect to each other.

Green et al. [8] start with a corpus of 

Mario levels that have been generated with a required padding of two vertical slices of ground tiles on either side [24]. The segments are linked together with the padding to form larger levels. Larger level sequences are found by using FI-2Pop [25]. Infeasible sequences are optimized to be completeable. Feasible sequences are optimized to match a target mechanics sequence. The padding guarantees unbroken levels and FI-2Pop finds combinations of segments that are completeable.

Li et al. [26] use an ensemble of Markov chains to generate 

Mega Man levels. They use a first-order Markov chain to model the direction (i.e. horizontal or vertical) of a set of rooms. They use two L-shape Markov chains [27] to generate the rooms, one for horizontal rooms and the other for vertical rooms. They place these rooms together and run a check to guarantee that a path from one to the other exists. If a valid path does not exist, they re-sample until two rooms with a connection are found, guaranteeing a completeable level.

III. APPROACH

Here, we describe our approach. First, we give a brief overview of Gram-Elites, which previously generated the level segments we use. Second, we describe our approach to link two segments together. Finally, we review the games used in this work.
procedure BUILD_LINK(start, end)
  for s in forward_chain.get(start) do
    for e in back_chain.get(end) do
      m ← tree_search(start + s, e + end)
      if m ≠ None then
        return s + m + e
  return None

Fig. 1. A pseudocode description for building a link.

A. Gram-Elites

Gram-Elites [9] is an extension to MAP-Elites [28] that uses n-grams for population generation and the genetic operators mutation and crossover. These operators use a concept called connection, which runs a breadth-first search through the n-gram to ensure that post-modification the new segment is generable by the n-gram. Like MAP-Elites, Gram-Elites uses behavioral characteristics [29] to differentiate level segments—we give a brief description of the behavioral characteristics used for each game in section III-C. Gram-Elites guarantees that all output segments are generable by an n-gram and optimizes segment completability.

For this work, we filter out segments that were not com-pletable.

B. Generating Linkers

When building a linker between two segments, there are three problems. First, does the starting segment end with an incomplete structure? (Figure 2a is an example of this problem.) Second, does the end segment begin with an incomplete structure? Third, does the linker result in a completable level when used to link the two segments? We start by addressing the first two problems.

One option to address level segments that start or end with incomplete structures is to filter them out, but we believe a more flexible approach is called for. We address this with structure completion. In some games, like Mario, it would be simple to check for incomplete pipes at the edge of segments and add a custom level slice to complete them. To be more general, we take advantage of using levels that are generable by an n-gram. We use two Markov chains to address incomplete structures. (Note that these chains do not modify the level segments themselves and do not act as level repairers.) The first, the forward chain, addresses potentially incomplete structures at the end of the starting segment. This chain is initialized from data in the direction the designer meant (e.g. Mario is from left to right). The second, the back chain, reads in reverse. We filter the data each Markov chain receives to only include level slices with tiles associated with game structures, resulting in input and output that can be greater than one level slice. Further, input is limited by the size of a structure—e.g. DungeonGrams structures are four columns long—to prevent the potential problem of adding additional structures where only one is called for.

Figure 2 shows the forward chain in action. It uses the last slice of the starting segment as input into the chain. If there is no output, there are no incomplete structures at the end of the starting segment. If there is output, check if there is output for the last two slices. If so, check for three, and so on until there is no output. We use the output associated with the most slices in the Markov chain. The back chain follows the same process, but in the opposite direction. Once both chains run, we have a guarantee that the concatenation of the starting segment, forward link, back link, and end segment has no incomplete structures if the input segments are generable by the n-gram used in Gram-Elites, which comes from the data used to create the forward and backward Markov chains. If either chain receives a structure not present in the input data, structure completion with Markov chains will fail.

The next step is to address the problem of guaranteeing that a linked level is completable. Linking slices are level slices which do not contain in game structures. By default, these are the level slices not input into the previously described Markov chains. Alternatively, the designer can define them. A breadth-first search uses linking slices to find the minimum number of slices required to make the fully linked level completable. The output can be zero slices, but we can add constraints (e.g. require at least $k$ slices). We use a max-depth check to prevent an infinite search. A benefit of using designer-defined linking slices is that the search space is reduced and the algorithm is much faster.

View figure 1 for pseudocode of the proposed method. The for loops for both chains allow for the possibility that there may be multiple ways to complete a structure.

C. Games

Here we review the three games used to evaluate linking. When evaluating completability, we pad the beginning and end of levels being evaluated with a few level slices. This allows
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Fig. 2. (a) The tan line marks where the starting segment ends and the end segment begins. There is an incomplete pipe with concatenation. (b) The magenta box shows the output of the forward chain which completes the pipe.

![Figure 3](image_url)

Fig. 3. Examples of structures for all three test games. Mario has pipes which are two columns wide and some number of rows tall. Icarus has doors that are one column wide and two rows tall. DungeonGrams has a structure that is 4 columns wide and 2 rows tall.
us to easily define where the agent starts and where the agent must reach for the level to be classified as completable.

**Mario** is a horizontal platformer. As input for the linker structures, we use training levels from the VGLC [20]. The level segments previously built with Gram-Elites use the same input levels, and the behavioral characteristics are linearity and leniency, which are the axes of the MAP-Elites grid. For the linking completability tree search, default linking slices were used with no designer intervention. As a reminder, the set of default linking slices does not include level slices with tiles related to pipes. The max depth for the linking tree search is 7. For our agent, we used a modified Summerville A* agent [20] to calculate the furthest point in the level that can be reached. The only in-game structures are pipes, see Figure 3a.

**Kid Icarus** is a vertical platformer. As input for the linker structures, we use training levels from the VGLC [20]. The level segments previously built with Gram-Elites use the same levels. The axes of the grid are density and leniency. For the linking completability tree search, we use one empty row and two rows with platforms designed to connect to anything else, see figure 4. The max depth for the linking tree search is 7. For our agent, we use a modified Summerville A* agent [20] to calculate the furthest point in the level that can be reached. **Kid Icarus** has one structure which is a door, see figure 3b.

**DungeonGrams** is a top-down roguelike developed to evaluate Gram-Elites. The player has to progress from left-to-right and hit switches to unlock a portal and then use it as an exit to beat a level. There are spikes and enemies that the player has to avoid while navigating a level. **DungeonGrams** also has stamina mechanic where the player has a limited number of moves before they lose. The player can increase their stamina by finding food in the level.

As input for the linker structures, we use the 44 training levels made for Gram-Elites. The axes of the grid are density and leniency. For the linking completability tree search, we use three columns with food: bottom, middle, and top of each respective column. To evaluate completability, we use a search-based agent already built for **DungeonGrams**. The max depth of the linking tree search is 4, which is lower than the other two games due to the agent being slower as a result of a larger search space. **DungeonGrams** also has one structure that can be seen in figure 3c.

**IV. EVALUATION**

We break our evaluation into two parts. First we evaluate the effectiveness of concatenation and compare it to our linking algorithm. Second, we examine how well linkers made for two segments extend to linking multiple segments.

### A. Concatenation Versus Linking

Segments generated by Gram-Elites are organized by the MAP-Elites grid where each axis represents a behavioral characteristic [29]. Rather than selecting random segments and linking them together, we use the grid to select similar segments by using neighboring segments. There are 13,182 possible links for Mario, 9,453 for Kid Icarus, and 6,086 for **DungeonGrams**.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Unbroken</th>
<th>Completable</th>
<th>Usable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Concatenation</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linking</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concatenation</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linking</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concatenation</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linking</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE I**

**Percentage of Links that Resulted in Unbroken Levels, Completeable Levels, and Usable Levels. DG is Short for DungeonGrams.**

![Figure 5](image-url) **Fig. 5.** Two examples for Mario. The example on top shows concatenation failing due to a large gap. The bottom displays the longest linker produced. The tan line in the middle is where the link would have been placed for concatenation. The tan boxes on the left and right show the padding. The magenta box in the middle shows the linker found. The red lines show a path through the level if it was beatable.
Table 1 shows the percentage of concatenations and links found that are unbroken, comptetable, and usable (i.e. both unbroken and comptetable). With Mario, we can see that concatenation is 0.92 likely to result in a level that is comptetable by an agent and 0.89 likely to result in a level that is usable, showing that concatenation is likely to be an effective strategy for most use cases in a simple platformer. Linking is successful for every possible link. Figure 5 shows two examples where concatenation fails. The top example shows that concatenation can fail when a gap is too large. The bottom example shows the largest linker required for Mario. The linker completed two structures, but did not affect comptetableity as the concatenated version was also comptetable.

Concatenation performs well for Icarus in terms of producing an unbroken level. However, it performs the worst at generating a comptetable level at just eleven percent. Linking, though, finds a usable link for almost every single starting and ending segment given. Figure 6 shows two examples where concatenation cannot produce a comptetable level. In both cases the agent does not have enough space to make the required jump. Tree search resolves this by adding two platforms for the agent. The right-most example shows the largest linker built.

Concatenation performs poorly for DungeonGrams, and is unlikely to produce a usable level. This is due to two reasons. First, the size and complexity of the structures makes it unlikely for two segments to line up if either or both level segments have unfinished structures. Second, if the two segments do not have enough food, the concatenated level is impossible to beat. Linking, though, handles both problems and always produces a usable link. Figure 7 shows two examples where concatenation fails. In both cases, structures are incomplete and there isn’t enough food for the agent. Linking succeeds by completing the structures with the forward and back chains, and tree search adds food in the middle to make the level comptetable. The bottom example shows the largest linker found for DungeonGrams.

The usability of a linker isn’t the only important metric to consider. Ideally, a linker should not be identifiable or distracting to the player (e.g. the same set of level slices between every segment). To examine this, we report on the lengths of linkers found and the change in behavioral characteristics of a two segment level when a linker is used. We determine the latter by finding the behavioral characteristics (BCs) of the concatenated level and the linked level, and calculate the euclidean distance between the two. The result is $D_{BC}$.

The results can be seen in Table II. For Mario, we can see that a linker tends not to be required and, when it is, the worst case is a linker with two level slices. As a result, $D_{BC}$ must be small. To put the value in context, the implementation of Gram-Elites tessellates the grid by changes in BC every 0.025 for Mario. For Mario, if a linked level and its corresponding
concatenated level have a $D_{BC}$ smaller than 0.025, then we consider them to be very similar. Icarus is different in that it almost always requires a linker with two to three linking slices. The max length is also much longer than Mario. The increment for Icarus’s grid is 0.0125. In this case, the mean and median of $D_{BC}$ show that most linkers are unlikely to result in large changes to the BCs. The max $D_{BC}$ shows that the worst case is a jump of two to three neighbors in the grid. Finally, DungeonGrams on average has smaller linkers than Icarus but has the same max linker length. The mean and median of $D_{BC}$ is quite small: the Gram-elites grid is 0.05 per bin in DungeonGrams.

Overall, linking usually results in minimal modifications to the player’s experience per segment while providing the benefit of compleatability and unbrokenness.

### B. Linking Multiple Segments

In this section, we test the linkers made for two segments by combining multiple segments with them. To test, for various numbers of segments, we generated one thousand random levels by following the MAP-Elites grid, neighbor by neighbor. Linkers were selected only if they had a playability guarantee for the starting and ending level segment. The results are in Table III. Notably, we see that all two-segment levels are usable, as should be the case using the linkers.

For both platformers, we can see that increasing the number of segments does not change the results: all the linked multi-segment levels were usable.

For DungeonGrams, we updated linking for a new approach. DG refers to when an empty link is allowed. DG-Food forces the link to have at least one linking slice from the tree search, meaning there is at least one column with food in the link since we use custom level slices which always have food. We find that DG performs increasingly poorly when compared to the platformers as the number of segments increases. In contrast, the simple change for DG-Food results in larger levels almost always being fully playable. Figure 8 shows an example where DG fails and DG-Food succeeds. Failure occurs since linking guarantees that a path exists between two segments, but does not ensure that the player will have the same stamina at the start of a new segment as they do when starting the game. While food in DungeonGrams does not give the player back their max stamina, it does increase the likelihood that the agent can make it through the next segment.

### V. Conclusion

In this work, we present an alternative to concatenation for linking level segments of 2D tile-based games. Our approach uses two Markov chains and a tree search to guarantee that any linker produced results in a level that has no unbroken structures and is completable by an agent. We test on three games: Mario, Kid Icarus, and DungeonGrams.

When linking two segments, we find that our approach outperforms concatenation for all three games. In the two-segment case, it always finds a usable linker for both Mario and DungeonGrams. For Kid Icarus, linking works for the vast majority of segments but can fail. On examining the failure cases, we believe this is partly due to the agent not perfectly playing the game by not correctly modelling blocks where the player can jump through and land on the top. We intend to improve the agent as part of future work.

We extend our evaluation and test how pre-built two-segment linkers work with sequences of level segments greater than two. We find that for Mario and Kid Icarus, all multi-segment levels are usable. For DungeonGrams, though, performance is worse due to the stamina mechanic. We address this by requiring the link to always contain at least one column with food, and find that almost every large level can be completed. Another approach is to extend the linking strategy to link all $k$ segments simultaneously, where we currently only solve for $k = 2$.

As it stands, our approach to linking can work with any segment-based generator if it generates segments that are generable by an n-gram; in this work, linkers used the same datasets that were used to generate the segments. As future work, we believe it is important to make a linking method that works for all generators, which means addressing the limitation of requiring n-gram generability. At the minimum, this requires updating structure generation to correctly handle unseen in-game structures. To further extend this work, we want to use the directed graph we built to evaluate linking, and use it to build larger levels tailored to individual players.
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